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About This Game

Airi's World

Visit Airi’s World and Join the Adventure.

Keep Airi happy searching items and doing fun activities in several environments.

Visit the House, the Town, the Mountain, the Beach and have a Fun Adventure.

Changing Clothing, Swimming in the Ocean, Riding a Horse, Eating Food, and many other fun Airi’s activities you can enjoy
within this game.

Features

 More than 6 different outfits

 Four Game Enviroments

 More than 10 different activities
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 Several quests to solve in each enviroment
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Artbox Games
Publisher:
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airis world mobile. iris worldwide. airis world

Starts off well, but other than the absolute basics nothing is explained and the UI is confusing. There is pretty much no purpose
to the "detailed 3D-graphics" since they convey no information and in fact only distract from trying to click the right thing of
view production details. Even if you get past all that and try to get into the game, it's incredibly shallow. I played for several
hours and eventually was just completely bored. There's just not enough here.. Had potential but was kinda boring, I couldn't see
any clear objective or much of anything to do but look around. Got a refund. Very great game! Very unique and cool concept.
Something you can not describe easily.

The core of the game is very tech-based. You (alone!) are running some kind of SETI-like facility. Track and interpret signals,
maintenance, upgrade your systems, small management aspect. I would call it a simulator with an "X-Factor". And this works
very well!

Do you want to believe? Do you like Science Fiction? Technical Simulations? Do you loose sleep by that question, if we are
alone out there? You want game atmosphere? SETI is cool? You are in nerdy stuff? You are special in some way? Then, this
one is for you!!!

The X-Factor of the game is its outstanding atmosphere like "I am alone and there is something out there" (and there is! I mean
that literally!). This game works in a very special way and is addicting. Yes, there a phases of dull routine but suddenly... and
this makes that game so special. Imagine, these signals come from out there...If you are going to receive a creepy signal from
outerspace you running cold on the back...haunting... let`s analyze that signal......Wait...was there something on my computer
screen?! Is anybody there?! Are we alone?! AM I ALONE?!

I do appreciate the work of the developer! And this is a one-man-show! Awesome concept!

I deeply hope the work on this game will continue! There is a lot of potential!

I love it!. i dont like games like this one but i can see other persons liking this game so i will give it a recommendation. stupid!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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How do you rate a game that was fairly entertaining right up until the last 5 minutes? That's The Samaritan Paradox for you. It
plays through the first 5 hours as a decent modern adventure game. Aside from a few tedious stealth segments, the puzzling is in
the Goldilocks Zone - not too easy and not too hard. Nice music and art too. A solid 7/10, right?

That ending, though. It's no spoiler to say there is a big reveal - it is a mystery after all - but what i found unsatisfying is that the
only way to complete the game after that point is to lie to someone who trusts you and to become an accessory to murder, both
of which feel out of character for the person you played during the rest of the game. I mean, there are a lot of games where you
play unlikable protagonists, and that's okay, but here you go from being an unremarkable potato to an outright psychopath in a
couple of clicks. It's weird.

The other unfortunate aspect of this game is that the location is about as Swedish as you could possibly get, but (almost) all the
voice actors are American, so it takes you out of the world a little bit.

But, you know, it's still a good adventure game mechanically. So if you are into adventure games and mysteries, it's still worth
playing.
. Movment is painfully slow now, but added some of the coolest weapons to the series.. Great game ! Keep it up!. This game is
very fun!!! But don't be fooled, theres alot of pop ups and scream moments haha. Also, don't buy it thinking its easy. THIS IS
HARD! Running from chester took me forever! Heres my gameplay, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8CGnHYmACo&t=44s. Poor designed, unbalanced, terrible gameplay... this game should
not be on Steam.
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